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With its 28 years of experience in the tourism sector, thanks to its cooperation with Mobiroller,
SAN TSG brings forefront unique products to its partners.

Create your own
travel app
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The main purpose is to use Paximum technology on mobile platforms, just like in our web
applications. and to make it speciﬁc to companies. Thus, travel agencies are a part of the unique
ecosystem. They will be able to take place in the global travel market place with mobile B2B/B2C
working models.
From now on you can create your own travel app by using your own design platform with a low
cost.

As SAN TSG, together with our R&D personnel for 28 years we provide high
quality tourism software services for more than 600 tourism companies in
more than 70 countries. To provide problem free holiday planning for
agencies and operators, we support our partners to shorten the time and
eﬀort, by giving our software solutions for them. SAN TSG is shaped by the
contributions of tourism partners from all around the world. With the
formation of a know how pool, it forms its structure with these principles
that it has determined and it continues to grow and develop in the tourism
industry togerher. Our main purpose is to oﬀer solutions for comprehensive
tourism softwares managed by tourism professionals.

Your mobile application
is ready in minutes
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MobiRoller is an innovative and practical mobile application creation
platform that enables anyone who wants to develop their own mobile
application and earn money from mobile applications without the need for
code knowledge, which hosts 180,000 mobile applications developed by
approximately 300,000 application entrepreneurs, provides both Android
and iOS based applications

No code required
you can design
Unique with advanced templates
you can create interfaces
Thanks to the multi-language option
you can open to the world
Your app on GooglePlay and AppStore
you can publish it on the app markets
Your own travel app for B2B/B2C
you can use in your business models
One platform for your all travel products
you can sell it on
Branded Fares of GDS and airlines
you can show supported fees
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SERVICES / FLIGHT
With SanFlight ﬂight search engine, all GDS and direct
airline companies you can access all ﬂight products on
a single platform. With its easy usage you can provide
fast and stable experience to the users.
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SERVICES / HOTEL
In your application; with a user-friendly interface, you can oﬀer hundreds
of thousands of hotels at the best prices which belongs to global bed banks
and local DMC agencies under the huge product contents of Paximum.
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More than 600,000 hotels in 35,000
destinations Paximum Global Travel
Marketplace is fed with major global
providers such as Hotelbeds, Expedia,
GoGlobal etc. as well as with local Sejour
DMC with the products of travel agencies
provided by SAN TSG. Paximum provides
services more than 200 local and global
travel agencies are integrated into
tourism destinations.
Paximum, which stands out with its
structure that oﬀers the best prices based
on nationality in B2B working models, and
with its wide product range, it aims to be
your unique product provider and online
travel market solution partner in your
B2C business models as well.
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Thanks for your time
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